
She’d lived in the house for a year before travelling overseas for two 
weeks. “When I came back home I looked around and said ‘why am I 
living like this?’ “ She reached out to designer Laurie Lamb of Inter-
Art Interiors. “Laurie is wonderful,” Isabel says. “If it wasn’t for her I’d 
still be living like a college student.”

Laurie helped Isabel transform the wallpapered and painted green 
rooms from hopelessly out-of-date to serene and coastal. Laurie has a 
keen eye for what needs to go and what can stay to be worked into a 
redesign. Isabel’s marble kitchen floor, for example, is set on a diagonal, 
which Laurie says can seem dated, but its caramel and coffee colours 
helped pull the newly painted cool white cabinets, custom-made 
peninsula and espresso kitchen stools together.

A
Oasis   City

A visit to Italy was all it took for Isabel 
to make a change. She bought this 
80s-style home in Orillia four years ago, 
but it was that fabulous trip to Italy 
that opened her eyes to the fact that her 
house didn’t feel like her home. 

IN 
THE
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Continued on page 55

Isabel’s kitchen has been completely transformed 
from what used to be a small U-shaped configuration. 
A large new Caesarstone-topped peninsula with lots 
of room to dine fills the space. All cabinets received a 
fresh coat of white paint. 
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The kitchen needed updating in other 
ways but the existing bevelled subway tile 
backsplash also stayed. It was a bit more 
challenging to remove old countertops while 
avoiding damage to the backsplash, but the 
end result is beautiful. Since the dining room 
is right beside the kitchen, it didn’t make sense 
to keep a second table in the spacious kitchen. 
However, kitchens are where people like to 
congregate so Laurie suggested an expansive 
peninsula instead with a Bianco Drift 
Caesarstone counter surrounded by luxurious 
and comfortable seating. Glen Prairie 
of Total Living Concepts and General 
Contractor Gord Tapp worked with Laurie 
to design and install the new kitchen layout.

“When I go into a house I can see the things 
that need to stay to make everything work,” 
says Laurie. “If you remove them, then you 
just have a houseful of store-bought furniture. 
Things that are original or individual don’t 
scare me. I don’t like cookie cutter homes.” 
When Laurie first meets with clients in their 
home she’s usually there a couple of hours. 
“You really need to listen to understand 
because sometimes it’s what a client doesn’t 
say, or they’ll emphasize something that’s 
really important.” With Isabel’s home, Laurie 
brought a selection of fabric and other samples 
to their second meeting and they ended up 
choosing everything at that time.

A spectacular iron-orb chandelier 
transforms the dining room.

The cherry hardwood floors on the main floor stayed. Designer Laurie Lamb 
of Inter-Art Interiors helped select furniture, drapery fabrics and rugs to give 
Isabel’s home a more sophisticated design with a grey and cream palette. 
OPPOSITE, TOP LEFT: Homeowner Isabel, Laurie Lamb and Spinnaker stand 
in the foyer on a beautiful, large new rug that protects the floors. RIGHT: The 
embroidered linen fabric for the custom drapes in the living room set the tone 
for the entire redecorating project. The area rug is from Irvine Carpet One 
Floor & Home. BOTTOM: This antique dry sink holds Isabel’s china and other 
treasures. The guitar is one of Isabel’s favourites.  

Continued on page 56
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The lady in the striped dress 
was painted by Isabel’s talented 
sister Jackie Foster.

“Isabel wanted greys and creams and she had a vision in her mind, 
a feeling, but she couldn’t pull the pieces together so that’s where I 
come in,” Laurie explains. The living room drapes were the catalyst 
for the two textured, taupe-grey fabrics for the living room furniture 
that would be the foundation for all the other fabrics, colours and 
textures in the home. Isabel notes that when she felt overwhelmed 
about making so many decisions Laurie’s expertise was invaluable. 
“There may be a hundred things that will work but I narrow it down to 
five or six that are going to give her the look, style and the budget she 
wants,” says Laurie.

The subtle graphic fabrics in the upholstery and drapes are 
enhanced by a large wrought iron dining room light that Isabel calls the 
“wham” feature. “That was a big decision,” says Laurie. “It’s graphic and 
fairly strong but you still see right through it and it’s not busy. Isabel 
likes things that are simple.” The walls throughout are Collingwood, 
and all trim is Cloud White, both by Benjamin Moore.

Isabel has some Canadiana pieces she wanted to keep so Laurie 
incorporated them seamlessly into the reno. A rustic dry sink acts 
as a sideboard in the dining room, providing both functionality and 
décor by storing all Isabel’s china underneath and showcasing modern 
contemporary pieces chosen by Laurie on top. A music lover, Isabel also 
has several favourite instruments on display, including a mandolin and 
guitar, and her own cosy music room on the second floor.

ABOVE: In the family room, the wood burning fireplace was replaced with 
a gas insert. Custom drapes and new furniture give the room a cosy yet 
elegant look. TOP LEFT: An antique, pine Canadian hutch with a “mouse 
hole” graces the living room. TOP RIGHT: Isabel plays her beloved fiddle 
in her music room upstairs. Continued on page 58
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BEAUTIFUL 
A natural hardwood with stunning 
colour and grain characteristics 
unlike anything else.

DURABLE
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par with IPE and outperforming 
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The main-floor family room has a 
fireplace that was originally very dated, 
with a peach brick facing, no insert and lots 
of 80s-era brass. Laurie ordered a Regency 
fireplace insert from Ardent Canada 
and replaced the brass with nickel. To her 
surprise she found that by the time the walls 
were painted and the furniture chosen, 
they both quite liked the resulting subtle 
texture and colour from the original brick 
facing and kept it.

Laurie remembers choosing the accent 
carpet for the living room proved difficult. 
“Carpets are really tough these days because 
they all tend to be graphic and you want to 
make sure that it doesn’t get repetitive or busy, 
so we probably spent more time on carpets 
than anything,” she says. “Everything else just 
kind of fell into place.”

Laurie also liked the way the natural 
cherry hardwood floor throughout the rest of 

the home had a definite grain that provided 
contrast for the serene neutrals elsewhere in 
the rooms. Another nice feature of the floor is 
that it hides the wear and tear from the paws 
of Isabel’s beloved Goldendoodle, Spinnaker. 
Isabel’s sister Jackie Foster helped paint 
some rooms and used her artistic talents 
to paint a full-length portrait of a lady for 
the living room. 

Isabel moved from a country acreage and 
knew she’d miss that privacy, so she was 
pleasantly surprised to find an ideal backyard 
oasis in the middle of the city – the yard was 
definitely the home’s selling feature. “It’s like a 
treehouse when I’m out on my deck, it’s really 
incredible,” she says. The yard offers complete 
privacy once the leaves fill in each spring and 
features a pond with a soothing water feature 
to mask city sounds.

 “I’m really happy with the way my home 
has turned out. It feels like my home now.”  OH

LEFT: The large master bedroom has a sitting 
area and an en suite. BELOW: The original curved 
railing in the 80s-style home was painted to give 
it a new, updated look. BOTTOM: This lovely 
room is ready for guests. 
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